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SUMMARY

A geomagnetic survey of the Lennie Red lake Gold Llines 

Limited property has traced the course of a band of sediments including 

iron-formation, greywacke and conglomerate across the southern portion of the 

property, trending in a southeasterly direction.

Two faults are indicated. The first of these trends about 

M 65O E across KfiL-22687 and offsets iron-formation bands southwestward some 

500 feet. A second fault is indicated trending in a southeasterly direction 

in claims KRL 21199. 21203 and 21204.

Two pronounced anomalies occurring in the northern portion

of -the property in an area believed to be underlain by volcanic e may indicate 

the presence of iron-formation intercalated witti the volcanics or may be due 

to the presence of diorite or a magnetic flow*

Close prospecting along the ridge which occurs in the southern

part of the property, and diamond drilling to test tones of faulting and anomalies 

in volcanics are reoomnended.



Report on a Geomagnetic Surrey of Property of

: HEP IAKE GOLL; MIKES LTD.

Baiaer Tormship ______ Province of Ontario. 

INTRODUCE OH

Ihe geomagnetic survey of the Lennie property was under 

taken with the object of clarifying the geological structure underlying 

the claims particularly by delineation of the band of sedimentary rocks which 

enters the property from the west and which is exposed in a few small scattered 

outcrops in the southeastern corner of the property* These sediments were 

first mapped by Horwood1 who considered than part of the Keewatin succession 

and showed this band as describing a tight "U"-shaped synclinal fold with 

the nose facing south and limbs diverging to the east and west. The assumed 

shape of this fold probably was influenced by a similar fold in an iron foraa- 

tion band which occurs a short distance to the north.

Since Horwood 's survey was made, more sedimentary outcrops-

have been found by Government and private geologists, and sedimentary outcrops 

have been located to the east across the Lennie and Lniluth properties with no 

change in strike such as might indicate the presence of the fold suggested by 

Horwood. Ihe sedimentary band was j therefore, correlated through Duluth, Lennie, 

Brewis, Dick en son. Robin and Detta properties in an "S "-aha ped fold to connect 

with tiie sedimentary rooks which outerop at MoHeely Bay on the Detta property 1*1 ich 

Horwood had classified as Temiskaming. There are, however, few such outcrops 

and no changes in dip and strike which evince such correlation.

Geomagnetic surveying in Balmer Township indicates that the

structure of the "Keewatin" sedimentary rocks does not conform to either of these 

conceptions. There appears to be no normal connection between these sediments

•cod, H. C. On t. Dept. Kines Ann. Rep. XLDC Pt. 2, 1940.
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and the "Temiskaming" sediments at McNeely Bay. Rather, the southern band

of "KeeuatLn" sediments trends south of east from Dickenson across Robin and 

Ronal. The northern band, which trends across Brewis, Lennie and Duluth is similar 

in magnetic and lithological character to the southern band and may belong to 

the same belt. A north-south fault passing through the Robin and Uiokenson 

properties interrupts the structure, however, and obscures the connection between 

these belts.

GBOIflLGHETIC RESULTS AMD INTERPRETATION 

Sediments

The "Keewatin" sedimentary rocks which enter the property from 

the west are characterized by irregularly high magnetic susceptibility due to 

intercalation of highly magnetic iron formation with conglomerate and greywacke 

of much lower and more uniform susceptibility. The course of the sediment e 

across the Lennie property is, therefore, clearly marked by a succession of high 

linear anomalies alternating with tones of low intensity over areas under lain-by 

magnetite - poor conglomerates and greywacke s. In some places, negative 

anomalies of extremely low intensity probably indicate the action of negatire 

magnetic poles in the iron-formation.

The area underlain by such sediments is indicated by the magnetic 

survey to extend across Claims KRLr21205, 21206 and 21207, and also into 22687 

and the southern portions of KRL-21202, 21205 and 212O4, trending in a 8 60  E 

direction. A width of some 2000 feet of sediments is indicated in KRL 21205. The 

northern fringe of the sedimentary band appears to consist of magnetite - poor 

conglomerates and greywacke s which form a belt some 500 feet in width characterized 

by low magnetic intensities. Two outcrops of these rooks appear in the 

northwestern corner of KRL 22667.
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Volcanics

To the north of* the strip of low intensity which narks the

northern flank" of the sediments, intensity rises rapidly and continues irregularly 

high to and beyond the north boundary of the property* The northern claims are, 

therefore, considered to be underlain by volcanic rooks, the contact between 

volcanic c and sediments occurring in the southern portions of KRL-21202, 21203 

and 21204.

In the northeastern corner of KRL 21199 and across the northern 

parts of EBL-21203 and 21204, however, high narrow linear anomalies occur, which 

are mutually similar in their magnetic characteristics and which are not unlike 

the anomalies obtained over the iron formation bands which occur in the sediments 

to the south* These anomalies, therefore, may indicate iron-formation intercalated 

with volcanics or they may be due to the presence of magnetic tuffs, flows or 

diorite.

STRUCTURE 

Faulting

Two faults are suggested by the magnetic results. The first of 

these strikes about H 650 E across Claim KRL 22687 and continues to the south 

across Duluth. Ihe presence of this fault is indicated by the offset of the iron- 

formation bands which strike fairly uniformly south of east across Lonnie but are 

shifted southeastward into the northern portion of Duluth Claim KRL-21342 and 

continue in a south of east direction. Offset along the fault appears to be in 

the order of 500 feet, the east side having moved southward (right hand movement). 

1 A second fault is believed to extend in a southeasterly direction 

across the southeastern corner of KRL-21199, the northeastern corner of KRL-212O5 

and across the northern portion of KRL-21204. Evidence for this fault is less 

conclusive and its presence is adjudged from the offset of the high anomaly zone 

between lines 27 E and 30 E in KRL-21204 and fron the occurrence of a string of
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nagnetic lows extending in a northwesterly direction from the location where the 

offset occurs. The lateral extent of this fault is uncertain. It may continue 

to the northwest across KRL-21199 crossing line 3E at about 500 feet north of the 

baseline* 

Folding

The sedimentary band strikes quite uniformly in a south of east 

direction but shows minor open flexures in KRL-21207 and between KRL-21205 and 

21206. So narked deviations in strike are apparent, but it is fairly certain 

that tight isoclinal folding has taken place as suggested by the course of the 

southernmost iron band which appears to double back to the west in KRL-21207.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURBiER DEVELOPMENT

Discoveries to date in the Balmer Township area have been made in 

tiie volcanics and associated diorites. There is, however, no valid reason why 

miner ali cat! on should not occur in the sediments if favourable structure exists*

Further exploration, therefore, should test areas where the

magnetic work has indicated folding or faulting or where anomalies occur in the 

volcanics which may indicate shearing or the presence of diorites*

f. quite pronounced ridge extends across Claims KHL-21205, 21206, 

21207 and 22687 on irtiich outcrops were found in the two easternnost claims. More 

outcrops probably occur further to the west which were not observed in the course 

of the magnetic survey due to the heavy snows. Further development of the

property should include close prospecting all along this ridge especially in

KHL-22687 in the vicinity of the fault which is believed to cross this claim.

A program of diamond drilling is suggested below, and shown on

the map to explore the drift-covered portions of the property in the most economical 

manner.
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DIAMOND MILLING

Section # l - A cross section along line 2400 E from a point 1100* S northward 
to 250* S.

Section

Direction of Holes: 
Dip of Holesi 
Total slope lengths 
Purposet

Due north450

1200 feet
lo test a strong anomaly in the "volcanics,
a possible fault zone and a vide cone of
magnetic disturbance*

2 - A cross section from 130* North on line 300 E to 950' N on 
line 9uO E.

Direction of Holes i 
Dip of Hole s s 
Total slope lengtti: 
Purposes

H 360 E
450
1460 feet
To test a strong anomaly in the volcanics,
tt possible fault zone and a wide zone of
magnetic disturbance.

In addition to the two sections above which should assess the possibilities in 

the volcanics area, a third section across the sedimentary belt may be advisable 

if surface prospecting is not feasible* 

Section f S - Between 2430* S line 600 E and 1580* S line 1500 E

Direction of Holest 
Dip of Holess 
Total slope lengtii:

I 490 E
450
1800'

U& N-&.MU

John H. Low
Geologist and Geophysicist.

Respectfully submitted, 

MINING GEOPHYSICS CORPORATION LIMITED

M. B. Keevil 
Consulting Geophysioist.

Toronto,
April 24, 1946.
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APPENDIX

Property: Lennie Red lake Gold ifines Limited consisting of 10 claims
KRL 21199 to 21207 (inclusive) and KRL 22687. situated in 
Balmer Township, District of Kenora, Patricia Portion, Out*

Dates of field works Baseline - December 10 and 11, 1945 (4 men) 8 man days,
Line-cutting - December 12 to 18 (4 men) 28 nan days, 
Magnetic measurements - February 5 to 17 (2 men) 26 man days.

Office work: March l to April 22 (3 men) SO man days. -———— 

Total nusfcer of observations: 760 

Uiles of line cut: 7 3/4

Cutters: Percy Post, Swastika, Out*
Eric Hansen, " " 
D.A.Robins, Dunnville, Ont. 
P. Polesohuck, Red Lake, Out.

Field Operators: D. A. Robins assisted by P.Poleschuok

Location of Baseline: A line extending due east froo. toe # l post of surveyed
claim KRL 19702 (Brewis property).


